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The eets of the spin-orbit omponent of the partile-hole interation on nulear response fun-
tions and neutrino mean free path are examined. A omplete treatment of the full Skyrme interation
in the ase of symmetri nulear matter and pure neutron matter is given. Numerial results for
neutron matter are disussed. It is shown that the eets of the spin-orbit interation remain small,
even at momentum transfer larger than the Fermi momentum. The neutrino mean free paths are
marginally aeted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The mean eld theory of nulear systems is a well developed tool for the mirosopi study of nite nulei as well as
innite matter. Many eetive two-body interations have been determined with the goal of ahieving a self-onsistent
mean eld desription of nulear ground states and exited states through the Hartree-Fok (HF) and random phase
approximation (RPA) approahes. The Skyrme-type interations are among the most frequently used eetive fores,
and this is due to the fat that they are relatively simple and yet, they an give a fairly aurate desription of nite
nulei data[1, 2℄.
Homogeneous innite matter is just an idealized objet but it an be a very useful testing ground for various theories
beause pratial omputations are easier to arry out than in nite nulear systems. It is also a good representation
of the internal regions of stellar objets suh as neutron stars. The matter equation of state and the response of matter
to various external probes are important physial properties. For instane, neutrino mean free paths an be dedued
from nulear response funtions[3, 4℄. Therefore, HF and RPA studies of innite matter have always been arried out
along with nite nulei studies. The formalism for omputing RPA response funtions in innite Fermion systems
with Skyrme-type interations has been shown in Ref.[5℄ where appliations were made for symmetri nulear matter
while alulations for neutron matter have been performed in Ref.[6℄. The two-body spin-orbit omponent has been
ignored in the previous studies of the nulear response funtion. Whereas it is true that the spin-orbit term does not
ontribute to quantities as the equation of state of saturated spin systems, one should onsider also situations where
an external operator an indue spin osillations whih an manifest in the response funtion. The aim of this work is
to give a omplete treatment of the full Skyrme interation in the ase of symmetri nulear matter and pure neutron
matter. The spin-orbit omponent of the partile-hole (p-h) interation ouples the spin hannels in the response
funtion. However, it will be shown that the eet remains small, even at momentum transfer larger than the Fermi
momentum, while the neutrino mean free paths are marginally aeted.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Se. II we present the general method for alulating RPA response
funtions with the full Skyrme interation, generalizing the method of Garia-Reio et al.[5℄ to the ase of the spin-
orbit interation. In Se. III the results obtained for response funtions in symmetri nulear matter and pure neutron
matter, as well as neutrino mean free paths are disussed. Conluding remarks are given in Se. IV.
II. FORMALISM
A. Denitions
A general two-body interation in momentum representation depends at most on 4 momenta. Beause of momentum
onservation there are atually 3 independent momenta. For the p-h ase we hoose these independent variables to be
2the initial (nal) momentum k1 (k2) of the hole and the external momentum transfer q. This is illustrated by Fig. 1.
We will denote by α = (S,M ; I,Q) the spin and isospin p-h hannels with S=0 (1) for the non spin-ip (spin-ip)
hannel, I=0 (1) the isosalar (isovetor) hannel, M and Q being the third omponents of S and I.
q+k1 k1
k2
k2k1
= +
q+k2
q −
FIG. 1: Diret and exhange parts of the ph interation.
Let us onsider an innite nulear medium at zero temperature and unpolarized both in spin and isospin spaes.
At mean eld level this system is desribed as an ensemble of independent nuleons moving in a self-onsistent mean
eld generated by the starting eetive interation treated in the Hartree-Fok (HF) approximation. The momentum
dependent HF mean eld, or self-energy determines the single-partile spetrum ǫ(k) and the Fermi level ǫ(kF ).
To alulate the response of the medium to an external eld it is onvenient to introdue the Green's funtion,
or retarded p-h propagator G(α)(q, ω,k1). From now on we hoose the z axis along the diretion of q. In the HF
approximation, the p-h Green's funtion is the free retarded p-h propagator [7℄:
GHF (q, ω,k1) =
f(k1)− f(|k1 + q|)
ω + ǫ(k1)− ǫ(|q+ k1)|+ iη
, (1)
where the Fermi-Dira distribution f is dened for a given temperature T and hemial potential µ as f(k) =
[1 + e(e(k)−µ)/T ]−1. The HF Green's funtion GHF does not depend on the spin-isospin hannel α. To go beyond the
HF mean eld approximation one takes into aount the long-range type of orrelations by resumming a lass of p-h
diagrams and one obtains the well-known random phase approximation [7℄. The interation appearing in the RPA is
the p-h residual interation whose matrix element inluding exhange an be written as:
V
(α,α′)
ph (q,k1,k2) ≡ 〈q+ k1,k
−1
1 , (α)|V |q+ k2,k
−1
2 (α
′)〉 . (2)
The RPA orrelated Green's funtion G
(α)
RPA(q, ω,k1) satises the Bethe-Salpeter equation:
G
(α)
RPA(q, ω,k1) = GHF (q, ω,k1) +GHF (q, ω,k1)
∑
(α′)
∫
d3k2
(2π)3
V
(α,α′)
ph (q,k1,k2)G
(α′)
RPA(q, ω,k2) . (3)
Finally, the response funtion χ(α)(q, ω) in the innite medium is related to the p-h Green's funtion by:
χ
(α)
RPA(q, ω) = g
∫
d3k1
(2π)3
G
(α)
RPA(q, ω,k1) , (4)
where the spin-isospin degeneray fator g is 4 for symmetri nulear matter and 2 for pure neutron matter. The
Lindhard funtion χHF is obtained when the free p-h propagator GHF is used in Eq. (4).
In the following parts of this work we will often deal with integrals similar to those appearing in Eqs. (3-4) and we
will adopt the notation 〈V
(αα′)
ph G
(α′)
RPA〉, 〈G
(α)
RPA〉 for suh quantities.
B. The p-h interation
The entral omponent of the p-h interation an be written in the general form:
V
(α,α′)
ph (q,k1,k2) = δ(α, α
′)
{
W
(α)
1 +W
(α)
2 [k
2
1 + k
2
2]− 2W
(α)
2
4π
3
k1k2
∑
µ
Y ∗1µ(kˆ1)Y1µ(kˆ2)
}
, (5)
3where theW
(α)
i are ombinations of the Skyrme parameters (ti, xi) and of the transferred momentum q. Their detailed
expressions are given in Refs.[5℄ and [6℄ for the symmetri nulear matter and pure neutron ases, respetively. One
an note that there is no oupling between the dierent spin and isospin hannels. The general ase of matter with
an arbitrary neutron-to-proton ratio has been studied in Ref.[8℄.
The Skyrme interations also ontain a zero-range spin-orbit term [1℄. It has the form iWso(σ1+σ2) · [k
′× δ(r12)k],
where σi is the spin operator of partile i, and k and k
′
are the relative momentum operator of the partiles ating to
the right and left, respetively. To alulate the ontribution of this term to the p-h interation one has to evaluate
the matrix element (2) of this spin-orbit interation. As this term is density-independent there is no rearrangement
ontribution and the result is just adding the following term
− δ(I, I ′)w(I)
√
4π
3
qWso
{
δ(S, 1)δ(S′, 0)MS
[
k1Y1−MS (kˆ1)− k2Y1−MS (kˆ2)
]
+δ(S, 0)δ(S′, 1)M ′S
[
k1Y1M ′
S
(kˆ1)− k2Y1M ′
S
(kˆ2)
]}
, (6)
to Eq. (5). We have dened w(I) = 2+(−1)I in the ase of symmetri nulear matter, and w(I) = 2 for pure neutron
matter. The eet of the spin-orbit omponent is to ouple both S = 0 and 1 hannels.
C. Response funtion
To obtain the RPA response funtion of Eq. (4) one has to alulate the orrelated Green's funtion G
(α)
RPA. The
tehnial details are given in the Appendix. The response funtion an then be written in the form:
χHF
χ
(α)
RPA
= 1− W˜
(α)
1 χ0 − 2W
(α)
2
q2
4
−
(
ωm∗
q
)2
1
1−
m∗k3F
3π2
W
(α)
2
χ0
+2W
(α)
2
(
q2
2
χ0 − k
2
Fχ2
)
+ [W
(α)
2 k
2
F ]
2
[
χ22 − χ0χ4 +
(
ωm∗
k2F
)2
χ20 −
m∗
6π2kF
q2χ0
]
. (7)
In this expression kF is the Fermi momentum while m
∗
denotes the nuleon eetive mass. The funtions χ0, χ2 and
χ4 are generalized free response funtions, dened as [5℄
χ2i =
1
2
〈
[(
k2
k2F
)i
+
(
|k+ q|2
k2F
)i]
GHF 〉 , (8)
with χ0 = 〈GHF 〉, and χHF = gχ0.
The oupling between the two spin hannels appears impliitly in the funtion W˜
(α)
1 whih an be expressed in
terms of the quantities βi introdued in Ref.[5℄ (their denitions are realled in the appendix). One obtains:
W˜
(α)
1 = W
(α)
1 + C
(α)w2(I)W 2so q
4 β2 − β3
1 +W
(α′)
2 q
2(β2 − β3)
, (9)
where α′ is dened with respet to α as S′ = 1−S, I ′ = I (the third omponents M ′ and Q′ are irrelevant here sine
W
(α′)
2 does not depend on them), and
C(α) = 1 if S = 0
=
1
2
M2 if S = 1 (10)
If we replae W˜
(α)
1 in Eq.(7) by W
(α)
1 we obtain the results of Ref.[5℄, as it should be. It is worth notiing that
the spin-orbit interation indues a omplex oupling between the S=0 and S=1 hannels. This oupling is seen in
Eqs.(A1-A3) of the appendix. The βi's are omplex and therefore, W˜
(α)
1 is a omplex funtion of q and ω.
Finally, the quantity of interest is the dynamial struture funtion S(α)(q, ω). At zero temperature, it is just
proportional to the imaginary part of the response funtion at positive energies. At nite temperature T, one an
also relate it to the response funtion by the detailed balane relation and obtain[9℄:
S(α)(q, ω, T ) = −
1
π
Imχ(α)(q, ω,T)
1− e−ω/T
, (11)
4where the energy ω an be either positive or negative.
III. RESULTS
We apply the above formalism to the ase of neutron matter. The alulations are performed with the Skyrme
interation SLy230b whih is designed for reproduing the neutron matter equation of state[10℄. We an make a
global assessment of our numerial auray by alulating the energy-weighted integrals of our dynamial struture
funtions, and ompare them with the energy-weighted sum rule obtained by the double ommutator method [11℄.
Indeed, the sum rule value must not depend on the spin-orbit interation.
A. The spin-orbit indued interation
The funtion W˜
(α)
1 desribes the oupling between spin hannels indued by the spin-orbit interation. While the
interation parameter W
(α)
1 is real and independent of ω and of the temperature, the new funtion W˜
(α)
1 is omplex
and it depends on both ω and T through the β2, β3 terms.
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FIG. 2: The interation parameter W˜
(α)
1 (q, ω) as a funtion of ω, for two dierent values of the momentum transfer. Solid and
dashed lines orrespond to S = 0 and S = 1 hannels, respetively. The results are for neutron matter at T = 0 and ρ=ρ0.
In Fig. 2 are plotted the real and imaginary parts of W˜
(α)
1 (q, ω, T ), as a funtion of ω for two dierent values of q.
The density has been xed to the value ρ0 of saturation density of symmetri nulear matter, and the temperature is
T = 0. It is interesting to notie that the ω-dependene of the dierene β2 − β3 has the same symmetry properties
as the response funtion, namely, the real (imaginary) part is symmetri (antisymmetri) with respet to ω=0 for a
xed value of q. This property is fullled in spite of the fat that eah of the funtions β2 and β3 does not satisfy it
separately. Suh symmetry properties are seen on Fig. 2.
When ω → ±∞, both βi funtions of Eq.(9) go to zero and W˜
(α)
1 tends to W
(α)
1 . Therefore, the amplitude of the
osillations of the urves in Fig. 2 show the deviations of W˜
(α)
1 with respet to W
(α)
1 . As for the real parts, these
deviations are most visible around ω=0. For the imaginary parts, they are always zero at ω=0 and the deviations
beome signiant at larger values of |ω|. In any ase, one an see that the hange of the p-h interation due to the
spin-orbit fore seems to be relatively small, exept at higher values of the transferred momentum q. This inrease
with q reets the q4 power expliitly appearing in Eq.(9).
5B. Dynamial struture funtions
We now turn to the eet of the spin-orbit interation on the dynamial struture funtion S(α)(q, ω). In Figs. 3-4 are
plotted the values of S(α)(q, ω) as funtions of ω, alulated at zero temperature and at T=20 MeV. The alulations
are done at the xed values of momentum transfer q and neutron matter densities indiated in the gures. We show
separately the S=0 and S=1 ases, alulated with and without the spin-orbit fore. A general observation is that
the eet of spin-orbit interation inreases as q inreases. This an be easily understood aording to the previous
analysis of the interation parameter W˜
(α)
1 (q, ω).
We rst disuss the T=0 results of Fig. 3. For the smaller value of q the eet inreases slightly with inreasing
density, this eet being more visible in the S=0 hannel. For the larger value of q the inreasing eet with inreasing
density beomes more dramati in the S=1 hannel. The reason for this behaviour is due to the fat that, at ρ = ρ0
and q=2 fm−1 we are approahing the point of instability in the S=1 hannel. This instability is harateristi of
Skyrme-type interations [12℄. Indeed, the response funtion depends not only on W˜
(α)
1 but also on W
(α)
2 as shown
in Eq.(7). Now, the interation SLy230b gives WS=02 =163.55 MeV.fm
5
, WS=12 = −163.55 MeV.fm
5
. From Fig. 2 one
also sees that the spin-orbit fore ontributes some important negative amount in the S=1 hannel, thus enhaning
the tendeny to instability. One an onlude that the eet of the spin-orbit fore is generally small but it an
beome dramati when one approahes the instability region of the S=1 hannel.
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FIG. 3: The dynamial struture funtion S(α)(q, ω) at T=0 as a funtion of ω, for two values of the momentum transfer q
and at densities ρ = ρ0/2 and ρ0 . Solid and dashed lines orrespond to S = 0 and S = 1 hannels, respetively. The thin lines
represent the struture funtion without spin-orbit interation.
The above onlusions remain valid at nite temperature but they are further amplied, as one an see from Fig. 4
in the ase of T=20 MeV. As expeted, notieable modiations of the dynamial struture funtion are found for
ω around zero and q larger than kF . One must keep in mind that the eetive interation parameter W˜
(α)
1 (q, ω)
ontaining the ontribution of the spin-orbit fore is temperature dependent through the β2, β3 funtions. In the
T=20 MeV ase the viinity of the instability point is learly seen for ρ = ρ0 and q=2 fm
−1
.
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FIG. 4: Same as Fig.3, for T =20 MeV.
C. The neutrino mean free paths
We examine now the eet of the spin-orbit interation on neutrino mean free paths in neutron matter under various
onditions of density and temperature. The sattering of neutrinos on neutrons is mediated by the neutral urrent of
the eletro-weak interation. In the non-relativisti limit and in the ase of non-degenerate neutrinos, the mean free
path λ of a neutrino with initial momentum k1 is given by [3, 4℄
1/λ(k1, T ) =
G2F
32π3
∫
dk3
(
c2V (1 + cos θ) S
(0)(q, T ) + c2A(3− cos θ) S
(1)(q, T )
)
, (12)
where T is the temperature, GF is the Fermi onstant, cV (cA) the vetor (axial) oupling onstant. The nal neutrino
momentum is k3, the four-vetor q = k1 − k3 stands for the transferred energy-momentum, and cos θ = kˆ1 · kˆ3. The
dynamial struture fators S(S)(q, T ) desribe the response of neutron matter to exitations indued by neutrinos,
and they ontain the relevant information on the medium. The vetor (axial) part of the neutral urrent gives rise to
density (spin-density) utuations, orresponding to the S = 0 (S = 1) spin hannel.
We have alulated the neutrino mean free path at dierent densities (ρ0 and 2ρ0) and temperatures (10, 20 and
30 MeV). The energy of the inoming neutrino is hosen to be Eν = 3T . Results are shown in Table I. The rst line
(λHF ) shows the results for the neutrino mean free path alulated at the self-onsistent mean eld approximation, i.e.,
without RPA orrelation eets. The spin-orbit interation has no eet in this ase, sine we are in a homogeneous
medium and the spin-orbit fore does not ontribute to the HF properties. Next, we show the results of the omplete
alulation with or without spin-orbit interation. For T = 10 MeV, the spin-orbit interation modify the mean free
path by only 1%, 3-4% for T = 20 MeV and 5-10% for T = 30 MeV. We thus onlude that the eets of the spin-orbit
interation on the neutrino mean free paths are at the level of a few perent.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have investigated the eets of the spin-orbit omponent of the p-h interation Vph on the RPA nulear response
funtions and their possible onsequenes on the neutrino mean free paths. This study is arried out in the framework
7ρ/ρ0 1 2
T (MeV) 10 20 30 10 20 30
λHF [m℄ - 45.1 5.83 1.84 67.0 8.19 2.33
λRPA/λHF with spin-orbit 1.03 0.93 0.79 0.54 0.44 0.27
without spin-orbit 1.04 0.96 0.83 0.55 0.48 0.38
TABLE I: Neutrino mean free paths (in meters) in neutron matter, alulated in HF and RPA shemes. The alulations
orrespond to the dierent densities and temperatures as indiated. The neutrino energies are Eν = 3T .
of a Skyrme-type, zero-range eetive interation. While the entral omponent of Vph keeps the S=0 and S=1 spin
hannels separated, the spin-orbit omponent ouples these hannels together. However, within the spei form of
Skyrme-type interations this oupling appears only impliitly through a modied interation parameter W˜
(α)
1 (q, ω, T ),
and the alulation of the response funtion is formally idential to the ase without spin-orbit interation.
The modied interation parameter W˜
(α)
1 is shown to be omplex and it depends on the energy-momentum transfer
(ω, q) and temperature T . Its behaviour at large ω shows that the eet of the spin-orbit fore tends to zero for
inreasing ω. The overall eets on the response funtions remain small in neutron matter at densities up to ρ0.
However, in the spei example of the SLy230b fore that we have onsidered, a pole in the response funtion and
hene an instability our in the S=1 hannel at ρ ≃ ρ0 and q ≃ 2 fm
−1
. In this ase, even a small modiation
brought about by the spin-orbit fore produes a large hange of the S=1 response funtion near the pole.
As for the T -dependene of the spin-orbit eets, all the remarks made above remain true with inreasing T , the
only dierene being that the eets are amplied at higher temperature. Finally, the neutrino mean free paths in
neutron matter are very moderately aeted by the spin-orbit omponent of the p-h interation.
The numerial appliations have been presented here for the ase of neutron matter, but similar results are obtained
in symmetri and asymmetri nulear matter.We also note that the zero-range nature of the spin-orbit fore studied
here is reeted in the q4 dependene of the modied p-h interation, and therefore the fat that the spin-orbit eets
inrease with inreasing q would be altered for a nite range interation.
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APPENDIX A: THE COUPLED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR THE G
(α)
RPA
GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
In this Appendix we shall show the way to transform the Bethe-Salpeter equation (3) into a set of oupled algebrai
equations for three integrated quantities depending on G
(α)
RPA. To alleviate the notation, we will omit the (q, ω)-
dependene, and speify only the spin variables, as there is no isospin oupling. The expressions are formally valid
for both symmetri nulear matter and neutron matter. The only dierenes will be in the value of the spin-isospin
degeneray fator g of Eq. (4), and the fator w(I) of Eq. (6).
One must note that the multipole expansion of GHF (see Eq. 1) only involves terms of the type YL,0(kˆ1). Therefore
integrals of the type 〈f(k)YL,MGHF 〉 or 〈f(k)YL,MYL′,M ′GHF 〉 vanish unless M 6= 0 or M +M
′ 6= 0, respetively.
This will simplify the response funtion equations. Other integrals involving GHF are also needed and they an be
expressed in terms of the quantities βi introdued in [5℄:
〈GHF 〉 = β0 , 〈k
2GHF 〉 = q
2β2 , 〈k
4GHF 〉 = q
4β5 ,
〈kY1,0GHF 〉 = q
√
3
4piβ1 , 〈k
3Y1,0GHF 〉 = q
3
√
3
4piβ4 ,
〈k2|Y1,0|
2GHF 〉 = q
2 3
4piβ3 , 〈k
2|Y1,1|
2GHF 〉 = q
2 3
8pi (β2 − β3) .
Let rst onsider the S = 0 hannel. With the p-h interation given by Eqs. (5-6), the Bethe-Salpeter equation is
8written as
G
(0)
RPA(k1) = GHF (k1) +W
(0)
1 GHF (k1)〈G
(0)
RPA〉+W
(0)
2 k
2
1GHF (k1)〈G
(0)
RPA〉
+W
(0)
2 GHF (k1)〈k
2G
(0)
RPA〉 − 2W
(0)
2
4π
3
∑
µ
k1Y
∗
1µ(1ˆ)GHF (k1)〈kY1µG
(0)
RPA〉
−2
√
4π
3
Wso q
∑
M ′
S
M ′S k1Y1M ′S (1ˆ)GHF (k1)〈G
(1,M ′
S
)
RPA 〉
+2
√
4π
3
Wso q
∑
M ′
S
M ′S GHF (k1)〈kY1M ′SG
(1,M ′
S
)
RPA 〉 . (A1)
Integrating over k1 we get
〈G
(0)
RPA〉 = β0 +W
(0)
1 β0〈G
(0)
RPA〉+W
(0)
2 q
2β2〈G
(0)
RPA〉+W
(0)
2 β0〈k
2G
(0)
RPA〉 − 2W
(0)
2
√
4π
3
qβ1〈kY10G
(0)
RPA〉
+2
√
4π
3
Wso q β0
∑
M ′
S
M ′S 〈kY1M ′SG
(1,M ′
S
)
RPA 〉 . (A2)
One an see that the quantity 〈G
(0)
RPA〉 we are interested in is oupled to 〈k
2G
(0)
RPA〉, 〈kY10G
(0)
RPA〉, and 〈kY1M ′SG
(1,M ′
S
)
RPA 〉.
Two new equations are obtained multiplying Eq. (A1) with k21 and k1Y10(kˆ1), and integrating over k1. These fators
are suh that there is no ontribution from the term 〈G
(1,M ′
S
)
RPA 〉 entering Eq. (A1). The oupling with the S = 1
hannel is thus ontained in the last term entering Eq. (A2). From the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the S = 1 hannel
the following expression is obtained
∑
M ′
S
〈M ′SkY1,M ′SG
(1,MS)
RPA 〉 = 2
√
3
4π
Wsoq
3 β2 − β3
1 +W
(1)
2 q
2(β2 − β3)
〈G
(0)
RPA〉 . (A3)
This means that the eet of the spin-oupling an be simply absorbed in an eetive W˜
(0)
1 oeient. The equations
for S = 1 hannel are obtained proeeding along similar lines. The expliit expression of W˜
(α)
1 is given in Eq.(9).
Finally, the system of algebrai equations an be written in a ompat form for both hannels as(
1− W˜
(α)
1 β0 −W
(α)
2 q
2β2
)
〈G
(α)
RPA〉 −W
(α)
2 β0〈k
2G
(α)
RPA〉+ 2W
(α)
2 qβ1
√
4π
3
〈kY10(kˆ)G
(α)
RPA〉 = β0
−
(
W˜
(α)
1 q
2β2 +W
(α)
2 q
4β5
)
〈G
(α)
RPA〉+
(
1−W
(α)
2 q
2β2
)
〈k2G
(α)
RPA〉+ 2W
(α)
2 q
3β4
√
4π
3
〈kY10(kˆ)G
(α)
RPA〉 = q
2β2
−
(
W˜
(α)
1 qβ1 +W
(α)
2 q
3β4
)
〈G
(α)
RPA〉 −W
(α)
2 qβ1〈k
2G
(α)
RPA〉+
(
1 + 2W
(α)
2 q
2β3
)√4π
3
〈kY10(kˆ)G
(α)
RPA〉 = qβ1
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